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Introduction 

Pierce County completed a comprehensive update of shoreline management policies and regulations between 

2009 and 2018. The County initially adopted the Shoreline Master Program (SMP) through County Ordinance 

No. 2013-45s4 in 2015. Final approval of the comprehensive SMP update by the Washington State Department of 

Ecology (Ecology) occurred in 2018, at which time the County implemented final changes to meet Ecology 

conditions. As part of the comprehensive update effort, the County evaluated the cumulative impacts of 

“reasonably foreseeable” future development to verify that the proposed policies and regulations for shoreline 

management are adequate to ensure no net loss of shoreline ecological functions. The County completed an 

assessment of cumulative impacts in 2014, and concluded that anticipated development and use occurring under 

the SMP would not result in cumulative impacts and would meet the no net loss standard (Pierce County, 20141).  

Since the updated SMP became effective in 2018, additional appeals to the Growth Management Hearings Board 

and subsequent actions at State and County levels resulted in the need for additional changes. These efforts 

culminated in a series of additional updates adopted through Ordinance No. Ordinance No. 2019-59 in 2019. 

In 2019 County staff initiated consideration of locally initiated updates to the SMP. Specifically, the County is 

considering updates around four topics: 1) additional restrictions one where new private overwater moorage 

structures can be permitted along marine shorelines, 2) updates to aquaculture provisions to provide allowances 

for activities focused only on restoration and recovery of native fish and shellfish populations, 3) updates to 

clarify fencing allowances within shoreline buffers and the Lake Tapps setback, and 4) review of the existing 

dredge material disposal standards. Each of these locally proposed updates is discussed in further detail below, as 

well as in the attached update-specific memoranda (Attachments A – D). This analysis concludes that none of the 

proposed updates will result in a net loss of shoreline ecological functions.  

1 The Pierce County Cumulative Impacts Analysis (December 2013, Revised July 2014 - prepared by ESA) is available on the Ecology 
website: https://ecology.wa.gov/DOE/files/7f/7f1854ab-d030-4c97-8374-0722628d692f.pdf. Figures from the 2014 CIA Report are 
attached to this Memorandum. 

https://ecology.wa.gov/DOE/files/7f/7f1854ab-d030-4c97-8374-0722628d692f.pdf


Analysis Approach 

This technical memorandum provides a planning level assessment of the potential cumulative impacts that would 

occur based on locally considered updates to SMP standards. The analysis is an addendum to the 2014 

Cumulative Impact Analysis (CIA) Report and is limited in scope to focus only on the three locally proposed 

updates. The analysis does not evaluate any of the previous 2019 adopted changes that were completed to ensure 

consistency with SMA Guidelines.  

 

As with the 2014 CIA, this 2020 addendum is limited to cumulative impacts of reasonably foreseeable future 

development in areas subject to SMA jurisdiction. For Pierce County, the shoreline of the state extends along 181 

linear miles Puget Sound frontage, 368 miles of river and stream shorelines (70 total rivers) primarily within the 

Puyallup and Nisqually basins, and 148 miles of lake shorelines, including Lake Tapps (see Section 2.2 and Table 

2-1 of 2014 CIA Report). Puget Sound and Lake Tapps are both considered “shorelines of statewide 

significance,” as designated by the SMA. The Puget Sound shoreline is predominantly developed with rural 

residential use, along with public parks, shoreline access points, and public open space. Long stretches of the 

County’s marine shorelines occur without existing overwater structures, especially where banks are high and 

homes are built landward of hazardous feeder bluffs. The Lake Tapps shoreline is predominantly developed with 

single family residential use, and the vast majority of residential lots have overwater structures (private piers, 

docks and/or floats).  

 

Analysis is provided to qualitatively assess potential detrimental and beneficial effects to shoreline ecological 

functions. ESA concludes with a determination, based on consideration of cumulative impacts, as to whether 

updated standards could change the overall determination of no net loss (NNL) of shoreline ecological functions 

documented in the 2014 CIA Report.  

 

Locally Proposed 2020 SMP Updates 

Additional Restrictions on New Overwater Moorage Structures along Marine Shorelines 

The current SMP generally allows for new overwater moorage structures along Puget Sound marine shorelines, 

including where associated with private single family residential use. Only within Natural and High Intensity 

Shoreline Environment Designations (SEDs) are such new structures prohibited (18S.60.030).  

 

Overwater moorage structures are described in the SMP as “docks”, with each dock consisting of a pier, ramp, 

and/or float (18S.40.140 Water Access Facilities). This section of the SMP includes policies and standards for 

such structures, including those associated with private residential use, and provides criteria that County staff 

must consider in allowing or denying requests even where generally permitted in the underlying SED. For 

example, Policy 18S.40.140.B.1 states that all water access facilities should be located “so that other water-

dependent and preferred uses are not adversely affected.” Policy 18S.40.140.B.2 explicitly discourages facilities 

that serve only one residence.   

 

In the last several years, County staff have relied on these standards to carefully consider requests for new private 

overwater structures, many of which were proposed within shoreline areas with no existing residential docks or 

other overwater structures. Some of these projects have proven contentious, with County staff decisions appealed 

by both applicants and other concerned members of the public and remanded to the Shoreline Hearings Board 

(SHB) for review. 



In light of these recent requests, some of which occurred in shoreline areas previously thought to have “Low 

Potential” for new overwater moorage structures (see Update on Current Circumstances section below for 

additional detail), and in light of concerns expressed about overwater structure proliferation, the County is 

considering additional restrictions on new private overwater moorage structures in a manner consistent with 

adopted SMP policy (see ‘Shoreline Policy Consistency’ section of Attachment A). 

ESA focused our analysis of potential restrictions on new private overwater moorage structures on marine shore 

segments that:  

 Have highly intact ecological functions (such as habitat or physical processes like feeder bluff erosion).

 Provide substantial opportunities for public access, enjoyment, and recreation.

 Have few or no existing overwater moorage structures. This is defined as a continuous segment of

approximately 1.5 with few or no moorage structures.

ESA is recommending limits on private moorage structures  in stretches of the shore that meet the criteria above 

and have two or more of the following attributes 2:  

 Bank slope stability:  those shorelines mapped by Ecology with unstable slopes, which are generally high

bank shorelines also mapped as active feeder bluffs.

 Nearshore tidal current velocity: those shorelines with “typical’ spring-neap (2-week) tidal cycle

maximum tidal current velocities greater than 0.5 meter/second.

 Beach slope: those shorelines with gradual beaches (or tidal flats) which would necessitate a dock greater

than 150 feet in length (the maximum allowed by the SMP) to achieve draft depth of 8 feet at mean lower

low water.

These three attributes are physical in nature and relatively static. The mapped locations of unstable slopes along 

the marine shoreline will not change substantially over the decades ahead, nor will conditions of nearshore tidal 

current or beach slope. Shorelines with these three attributes also tend to have other characteristics that make 

them ecologically valuable or sensitive. Attachment A identifies multiple areas where these attributes, even when 

present in sections of the shoreline as small as a few hundred feet, provide the critical considerations necessary to 

determine whether or not a new private overwater moorage structure proposed at a given location would be 

appropriate and consistent with established SMP policy. 

Updates to Aquaculture Provisions 

The SMP outlines numerous policies and regulations related to aquaculture. Aquaculture, as defined in the SMP, 

means the culture or farming of fish, shellfish, or other aquatic plants and animals (exclusive of wild geoduck 

2 Further discussion on the subset of marine reaches, each of the indicator attributes, details on the proposed SMP update approach, and
mapping for Point Fosdick, south shore Fox Island, and the south end of the Key Peninsula are provided in Attachment A (Review of 
Overwater Moorage Technical Memorandum – ESA, March 2020). Sections of the shoreline where two or more of the bulleted 
attributes are coincident range in length from a few hundred feet to several miles within the identified marine reaches.   



harvest) (Pierce County, 2019).  While commercial operations are the primary form of aquaculture practiced in 

the Puget Sound; in Pierce County and elsewhere there is also a growing interest in using aquaculture as a 

restoration tool to recover native shellfish species like the Olympia oyster and threatened native salmonid 

populations (Puget Sound Restoration Fund, 2019 and Suquamish Tribe, 2015).  

As indicated by County staff, ESA understands that there has been a desire to incentivize restoration aquaculture 

activities throughout the county’s shorelines. County staff have proposed the following changes to the SMP 

focused on restoration and enhancement aquaculture: 

 Revising the existing prohibition language in Pierce County Code (PCC) 18S.40.040 G (3 and 4), which 

currently prohibits new finfish aquaculture involving net pens for anadromous species to the south and 

west of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge and within any designated marine aquatic reserve. The revision 

would allow aquaculture activities that occur for the sole purpose of enhancement or restoration of native, 

anadromous stocks.  

 Revising the SMP Permit Table to add two new ‘Aquaculture’ use types: 

1. Finfish aquaculture for the enhancement or restoration of native, anadromous stocks. 

2. Shellfish aquaculture for the enhancement or restoration of native stocks.  

 For each of the use types listed above, including the following condition (‘C’) notes in the SMP Permit 

Table: 

C3. A conditional use permit is required if the project conflicts with public access, navigation, or 

adversely impacts critical saltwater or freshwater habitats 

C4. At the discretion of the County, all or portions of the baseline information requirements of PCC 

18S 70.C may be waived for enhancement or restoration aquaculture projects. 

 Providing new definitions within the SMP: 

o Finfish restoration aquaculture means the cultivation of native fish species during a limited 

portion of their lifecycle for the sole purpose of restoration or enhancement of native stocks. 

o Shellfish restoration aquaculture means the cultivation of native shellfish species for the sole 

purpose of restoration or enhancement of native stocks. 

Further review of the proposed updates to aquaculture provisions is provided in Attachment B (Review of 

Restoration Aquaculture Technical Memorandum – ESA, February 2020). 

 

Updates to Clarify Fencing Allowances 

According to County staff, the County receives permitting requests for fencing within shoreline buffers and/or the 

Lake Tapps setback; however, there are currently no regulations within PCC Title 18S specific to fencing within 

these areas.  This lack of guidance complicates the permit review process. To address this issue, the County has 

proposed the following language to be included in PCC Title 18S: 



1. Fences four feet or less in height may be placed in a shoreline buffer or Lake Tapps setback; 

2. Fences must be landward of ordinary high water or, in the case of the Lake Tapps setback, 543 feet in 

elevation, and cause no loss of trees; 

3. Retention of vegetation shall occur pursuant to PCC 18S.30.030 G Vegetation Conservation; 

4. Disturbance related to fence construction shall not exceed the allowances of PCC Title 18S30.030 E.4.c. 

Fence construction may occur through the Substantial Development, or Exemption to a Substantial 

Development, review process or, as part of the shoreline review required for any associated land use 
application, when compliance with Items 1-4 is demonstrated. The shoreline approval or Letter of Exemption 

may include conditions specific to fence design when site conditions warrant (such as those specific to 

wildlife passage or scenic protection). 

Further review of the proposed updates to clarify fencing allowances is provided in Attachment C (Review of 

Proposed Fencing Language Technical Memorandum – ESA, December 2019). 

 

Review of Dredge Material Disposal Standards 

Dredge disposal activities occur along County shorelines and in designated open water areas within the Puget 

Sound. Existing policies and standards within PCC18S.30.040 – Excavation, Dredging, Filling, and Grading were 

reviewed to assess the effectiveness and potential opportunities for updates to existing dredge material disposal 
standards. Upon review, existing standards were found to be appropriate and consistent with the “no net loss” of 

shoreline ecological functions requirement in PCC Title18S and Shoreline Management Act (SMA). As such, no 

changes to existing language have been proposed by the County.  

 
Further review of the existing dredge material disposal standards is provided in Attachment D (Review of Dredge 

Material Disposal Standard Technical Memorandum – ESA, April 2020). 

 

 

Update on Current Circumstances 

In the 2014 CIA Report, the County evaluated the potential for new docks along marine shorelines. The potential 

for new docks was qualitatively rated as “Low”, “Medium”, and “High”, with corresponding shorelines depicted 

on Figure 4 (all 2014 CIA Report figures are provided as Attachment E to this Memo). The assessment considered 

shoreline geomorphology, wave exposure, patterns of overwater structure permitting in the last 20 years, and 

existing pier and dock distribution. The evaluation, detailed in Section 3.3 of the 2014 CIA Report, found that 

“Low Potential for New Piers and Docks” occurred across “those areas of the County’s shoreline that currently do 

not support overwater structures, and are unlikely to support such structures in the future.” According to the 2014 

CIA Report, areas with low potential for new piers and docks made up the large majority of the marine shoreline.  

 

Since adoption of the SMP, various County parties have raised concerns that additional restrictions on overwater 

moorage structures are warranted. Underlying these concerns are recent shoreline permit requests for new private 

overwater moorage structures associated with residential use. These requests have occurred along shoreline 

reaches that were identified with “Low Potential” within the 2014 CIA Report. Two recent Shoreline Hearings 

Board (SHB) decisions highlight this new pattern: 



 SHB 16-011 – Proposed new private overwater moorage structure for residence along the southwest 

shore of Fox Island (Conservancy SED). County denial of shoreline substantial development permit 

upheld by SHB decision. Available: 

http://www.eluho.wa.gov/Global/RenderPDF?source=casedocument&id=2249  

 SHB 17-005c – Proposed new private overwater moorage structure for residence near Point Fosdick 

(Rural Residential SED). County approval of shoreline substantial development permit rejected by SHB 

decision. Available: http://www.eluho.wa.gov/Global/RenderPDF?source=casedocument&id=2226  

In both instances, the SHB found that allowing for new private overwater moorage structures within a multi-mile 

stretch of shoreline without any existing structures was not consistent with the SMA. Their reasons are detailed in 

the noted decision, but generally revolve around adverse impacts to public access, enjoyment and use of the 

shorelines and adjoining Puget Sound waters, and the presence of alternatives within the vicinity, including 

private mooring buoys, a nearby public boat launch, or a nearby marina. 

 

Both SHB decisions also highlighted the potential for cumulative impacts associated with allowing a new 

structure within a long shoreline reach without any existing docks:  

 

The 150-foot proposed dock would be the first of its kind on the southwest side of Fox Island. Allowing 

the proposed dock would set a precedent for allowing other similar docks in this area. The cumulative 

impacts of this dock, and future similar docks, would degrade aesthetic values…  The Board concludes 

that approval of an SSDP for the proposed dock in this location would likely have cumulative impacts 

that would be inconsistent with the policies and regulations of the SMP.  

- SHB 16-011, pgs. 27 & 28 

The Board concludes that approval of this SSDP for a single use pier-ramp-float in this location would 

likely have cumulative impacts. 

- SHB 17-005c, pg. 30 

 

In both instances, the SHB was primarily focused on cumulative impacts to public recreation and use of the 

shoreline reaches in question, as well as aesthetic and view impacts.  However, the concern is also relevant to 

considering potential for cumulative impacts to shoreline ecological functions. 

 

Potential Impacts of Revised Standards 

Ecology guidance states that “local governments should use existing shoreline conditions as the baseline for 

measuring no net loss of shoreline ecological functions.”  Consistent with the 2014 CIA Report, this analysis uses 

methods to assess the anticipated loss and/or gain in shoreline ecological functions associated with 

implementation of updated development standards (as detailed above) into the future. Categories of shoreline 

ecological functions include aquatic habitat, water quality, hydrology, and riparian habitat.  

 

Effects to shoreline ecological functions have been summarized below for each of the proposed updates by 

general function type, specifically by fish/aquatic habitat, water quality, hydrology and riparian vegetation. 

 

http://www.eluho.wa.gov/Global/RenderPDF?source=casedocument&id=2249
http://www.eluho.wa.gov/Global/RenderPDF?source=casedocument&id=2226


Additional Restrictions on New Overwater Structures 

Habitat for aquatic species, especially juvenile salmonids and forage fish, is the primary shoreline ecological 

function affected by docks/piers. Chapter 12 on Piers, Docks and Overwater Structures from Ecology’s SMP 

Handbook (Ecology Publication Number: 11-06-010, Revised June 2017) describes the environmental impacts of 

overwater structures, including effects on movement of juvenile salmon along a shoreline, and patterns of 

predation. Habitat for nearshore marine species is also directly impacted, with overwater shading and reductions 

in light affecting the growth of aquatic vegetation such as eelgrass, which provides a rich feeding area for marine 

birds and fish, and offers shelter to species such as Dungeness crab, salmon and herring.  

 

Additionally, whenever docks are constructed, short term impacts to water quality occur with pile driving and 

associated increase in turbidity (Ecology, 2017). Further, with overwater moorage structures comes boat traffic, 

with all associated impacts (shading, propeller scour, and spills of fuel, coolant, solvents, and other harmful 

chemicals).  

 

As also detailed in Ecology’s SMP Handbook, overwater structures can also affect sediment movement along 

marine shorelines , depending on the extent of associated shoreline modification and the number of piles required. 

Changes in sediment movement can starve down-drift beaches and alter substrates necessary for spawning forage 

fish (Ecology, 2007). 

 

Many of the shoreline riparian zones that are adjacent to new proposed restrictions on overwater moorage 

structures are mapped as unstable slopes – these areas are generally dynamic, very steep, and vegetated bluffs 

(e.g., high bank shorelines with existing rural and residential development set well back from the marine ordinary 

high water mark). These unstable slope / bluff areas provide important shoreline ecological functions, as 

documented in the 2009 Shoreline Inventory and Characterization Report3. Development of new overwater 

moorage structures and associated access features in these shoreline areas would typically require clearing and 

grading which can impact riparian conditions and disrupt shoreline processes and habitat connectivity. 

 

The 2014 CIA Report concluded that application for and approval of new private overwater moorage structures 

along the County’s marine shorelines would not result in cumulative impact, relying on the assessment of limited 

potential for new moorage structures across the majority of the County’s marine shorelines. By extending 

prohibitions on new private overwater moorage structures consistent with the approach detailed in Attachment A, 

the County will ensure that potential for cumulative adverse impacts associated with new overwater structures 

would not result in a net loss of ecological functions. 

 

Updates to Aquaculture Provisions 

The proposed updates to SMP aquaculture standards distinguish between restoration-focused activities and all 

other aquaculture uses and activities. The update allows for desirable enhancement and/or restoration aquaculture 

initiatives focused on the recovery of native stocks, and the discretion to streamline the technical analysis and 

information requirements for such proposals where appropriate. The proposed SMP standards continue to 

maintain criteria that will avoid short-term or indirect effects of future restoration aquaculture proposals. The 

proposed standards also keep intact requirements for the impacts to be adequately evaluated and mitigated before 

                                                   
3 Prepared as part of the Comprehensive SMP Update; available online: 

https://www.piercecountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/4187/Shoreline-Inventory-and-Characterization-Report?bidId = 

https://www.piercecountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/4187/Shoreline-Inventory-and-Characterization-Report?bidId


County approval.  This includes potential for unintended short-term and/or indirect impacts to adjacent marine 

habitats and water quality. Therefore, it is anticipated that the proposed updates will only provide opportunity for 

beneficial impacts to shoreline ecological functions and would not result in a net loss of ecological functions.  

 

Updates to Clarify Fencing Allowances 

The proposed fencing allowances within shoreline buffers and the Lake Tapps setback, which incorporate 

vegetation retention and mitigation standards are consistent with the “no net loss” of shoreline ecological 

functions requirement in PCC Title 18S. The proposed language requires retention of existing vegetation, 

mitigation for vegetation loss (as applicable based on PCC 18S.30.030 G), and limits disturbance from fence 

construction, and would not result in a net loss of ecological functions.  

Conclusion 

The effects of the proposed SMP updates upon key shoreline functions are summarized as follows: 

Aquatic Habitat: No net loss of aquatic habitat functions is anticipated. Proposed restrictions on where 

new private overwater moorage structures may be permitted along marine shorelines are necessary to 

ensure that future adverse cumulative impacts to marine aquatic habitats do not occur. Proposed updates 

to aquaculture standards to allow restoration-focused aquaculture activities are expected to benefit t 

aquatic habitats and associated native fish and shellfish stocks. 

Water Quality and Hydrology: No net loss in water quality and hydrological functions is expected. 

Existing SMP standards requiring use of non-polluting building materials for any allowed overwater 

moorage structure are unchanged. Proposed updates to aquaculture standards maintain criteria that require 

evaluation and mitigation of short-term or indirect effects of future restoration aquaculture proposals 

before County approval.   

Riparian Habitat: No net loss in riparian habitat functions is anticipated. As with aquatic habitat 

functions, proposed restrictions on new private overwater moorage structures ensure that alteration of 

marine riparian habitats does not occur incrementally over time.  Proposed updates to fencing allowances 

integrate existing SMP standards for riparian vegetation retention and mitigation ensuring that new 

fencing within a shoreline buffer or setback does not result in loss of ecological functions. 



List of Attachments:

Attachment A -  Review of Overwater Moorage Standards 

Attachment B -  Review of Restoration Aquaculture 

Attachment C -  Review of Proposed Fencing Language

Attachment D -  Review of Dredge Material Disposal Standards

Attachment E -  Figures 1 – 4 from 2014 Cumulative Impacts Analysis




